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IT’S WRITTEN IN THE STARS

Different star signs thrive in various domestic environments. When it comes
to adding colour to your home, why not let your stars be your guide?

ARIES

GEMINI

CANCER

SENSUAL AND LUXURIOUS

BREEZY AND QUIRKY

SIMPLE AND HOMEY

Fill your space with bold
elements that reflect your
character. Strong reds and
warm oranges play into your
fiery nature and lift your mood.

Go for earthy colours – pastel
greens with light accents will
balance out earth energies.
Emerald is an uplifting colour
for sensitive souls like you.

Think imaginative colour
schemes and vibrant materials
that allow you to express your
nature. Don’t go overboard as
you may come off as garish.

Pick a neutral, soft palette of
pastel blues with white and
soft greys. Decorate with
silvery, translucent objects to
express your lunar energies.

MARCH 21 – APRIL 19

LEO

OPULENT AND REGAL
JULY 23 – AUGUST 22

Leos crave sun, so let natural
light permeate your home.
Choose yellows, oranges,
reds, and a splash of purple to
match your regal instincts.
Illustrations Amy Wiseman Content provided by Hayneedle

TAURUS

BOLD AND ENERGETIC

SAGITTARIUS

APRIL 20 – MAY 20

VIRGO

EARTHY AND SERENE

AUGUST 23 – SEPTEMBER 22

Being an earth sign means
that you will benefit greatly
from a neutral, earthy colour
palette, including white, soft
greys, and pastel greens.

CAPRICORN

MAY 21 – JUNE 20

LIBRA

BEAUTIFUL AND STYLISH

SEPTEMBER 23 – OCTOBER 22

You have highly refined
aesthetic tastes and crave
beauty in your life. You'll
benefit from colours in pastel
shades of blue and purple.

AQUARIUS

JUNE 21 – JULY 22

SCORPIO

DARK AND MYSTICAL

OCTOBER 23 – NOVEMBER 21

Your ideal space is dark and full
of submarine hues with strong
contrasts and shadows. You
don’t mind clashes, so make
bold statements with décor.

PISCES

SPACIOUS AND NATURAL

CLASSIC AND PRACTICAL

REBELLIOUS AND TIMELESS

CREATIVE AND DREAMY

You need to feel stimulated in
your domestic environment.
A colour scheme of rich hues
– purples, oranges, and reds –
will suit you best.

Choose a colour scheme that
complements your down-toearth nature. Greens and soft
browns with splashes of colour
are good for you.

Pale blues, greens, and silver
with vibrant accents of
complementary colours are
your best bets. Big statements
are the order of the day.

Ruled by Neptune, the Roman
God of water, means Pisceans
are the archetypal water sign,
thriving in aqueous conditions.
Go for a marine-inspired hues.

NOVEMBER 22 – DECEMBER 21

DECEMBER 22 – JANUARY 19

JANUARY 20 – FEBRUARY 18

FEBRUARY 19 – MARCH 20

70 homestylemag.co.uk

- Illustrations for a feature about interior design to match
your Star Sign – Homestyle Magazine

- Illustration showing how to measure for making clothing - for the
proposal for a new sewing magazine
- Illustration used as part of a craft project in YourHome magazine

- Pine Marten illustration used in a feature in LandLove magazine.
- Digital Pet portrait commission

- Illustration completed for Gilbert White’s House, launching the new digitised
versions of Gilbert White’s original manuscripts. Illustration used on the
website and social media platforms as well as in a short introductory video
narrated by Chris Packham.
- Sauropod Skull created for a paeleonotlogist’s business card

- Digital portrait commission for a couple’s Wedding Guest book

